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In this edition of TWAM 
News we focus on the 
sheer determination of 
Africans to transform 
their own lives. To have 
their dreams to support 
themselves fulfilled 
within their families and 
communities through 

planning and sheer hard work. If there were 
ever days when Africans were genuinely 
content to be dependant on charity, those 
days are long gone. Today they want to decide 
what is best for themselves and then ask us 
for the tools and means to make this possible. 
I never cease to be amazed and humbled by 
the applicants of our tools and their stories 
I can share with you. I hope you will be as 
inspired as me as you read them. 

Mike Griffin, Chief Executive

Tools to donate?
To find your nearest collection centre or to 
contact a local collector check our website or 
contact Ipswich.

Time to donate?
We always need local collectors and 
volunteers in our refurbishment centres. 
Please contact Ipswich for details. We’d love 
to hear from you.

Financial support
TWAM operates seven refurbishment 
centres across the UK and sends out over 20 
containers of tools a year. We kee p our costs 
very low but we still need a lot of support. We 
value all gifts whether one off or regular. Gifts 
can be sent to Ipswich and Direct Debit and 
Gift Aid forms requested. 

Prayer support
TWAM depends on prayer. Please pray for us.

Welcome to TWAM News 

Registered Charity No: 1104903    SC 044069 (Scotland)
Company No: 5114575

For he (God) satisfies 
the thirsty and fills 
the hungry with good 
things.

Psalm 107:9

About us:
Tools with a Mission is a Christian 
charity enabling people to earn 
a living and support themselves 
and their families. In many 
countries people have few skills, 
little education and no means of 
earning a living. A switch from aid 
dependency to self-sufficiency is 
impossible without help. TWAM 
started over thirty years ago, 
and has since provided this help 
by collecting and refurbishing 
tools and equipment no longer 
required in the UK and sending 
them overseas. Through collectors 
and centres across the UK, our 
team of dedicated volunteers 
and supporters help transform 
thousands of lives every year.

Thank you for your ongoing 
support.

Tools with a Mission
2 Bailey Close, 
Hadleigh Road Industrial Estate
Ipswich, 
IP2 0UD

t: 01473 210220      
e: post@twam.uk

twam.uk
facebook.com/toolswithamission
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Livingstone, the tourist capital of Zambia, 
is a strange place. On the one hand it 
boasts some of the most expensive and 
exclusive hotels in the country. But on the 
banks of the Zambezi, they are a world 
away from the town. It is the only place in 
Africa where I have felt genuinely unsafe. 
It took me some time to understand why, 
but eventually I realised it was because 
you can sense the desperation and 
resentment. Desperation at the poverty and 
resentment of seeing tourists driving by in 
their coaches, thus offering no benefit to the 
struggling local economy.

It is the story of elusive prosperity and 
unfulfilled dreams, as the ultra poor glimpse 
wealth and prosperity, but only as it drives 
past. It is the dream of what might be, but 
probably never will be.  
   

But Pastor John Banda of Calvary Chapel, 
sees dreams a little differently. He started 
the Dream Centre in 2014, in a local office 
block to train men and women in tailoring, 
knitting, computing, plumbing and carpentry.  
The centre has been completely equipped 
with TWAM tools. I have to confess, when 
I first heard the name, I thought it was a 
bit twee. But how wrong I was, as Pastor 
Banda explained why he chose that name. 
He tells us:

“It was in the night and I was 
studying Genesis 37 and the 
life of Joseph. I was impacted 
by the loss of Joseph’s dream 
and it seemed in his difficulties 
and negative circumstances he 
lost his dream. God said to me, 

I dreamed a dream
Mike (CEO) with Moffatt admiring his sofa



‘today lots of people lose their 
dreams because of negative 
circumstances.’ God challenged 
me to help people in my 
community to get their dreams 
back.”

Many of us are familiar with Joseph’s 
story, thanks, in no small part to Andrew 
Lloyd Webber’s musical, ‘Joseph and his 
amazing technicolour dreamcoat’. It is a 
story of Joseph’s dreams of great promise, 

shattered by family betrayal, employer 
betrayal, bullying, false imprisonment, 
ingratitude and negligence. Yet, everything 
that seemed to destroy his dreams, actually 
took him one step closer to their fulfilment.

So in 2014 Pastor Banda responded to 
God’s challenge and started a vulnerable 
women’s group to reach some of the people 
who suffer the most from shattered dreams. 
He was shocked when 300 women turned 
up to the first meeting!  

Continuing the theme of musicals, one of 
the most beautiful and tragic songs in Les 
Miserable is Fantine singing ‘I dreamed 
a dream’ in utter dejection with her life 
shattered and her body broken. She looks 
back on what might have been, but never 
would be. The poignancy is that many of 
the vulnerable women who turned up at the 
opening of the Dream Centre, have been 
on the same terrible journey towards work 
on the streets as Fantine. Pastor Banda 
continues:

“In meeting all these women 
I realised that their children 
were not going to school. So 
I challenged my church and 
we started a school and also 
helped to pay school fees. We 
also started to provide school 
uniforms and members of the 
church volunteered to teach in 

the school.”
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As the women learn tailoring they are 
encouraged to sell in the market and start 
small businesses. Some struggled but 
many have succeeded. The centre has 
obtained school uniform contracts from 
government and private schools and this 
is helping fund the school and training 
centre. One lady I met was Fimi, she had 
travelled all the way from the DRC to the 
safety of Livingstone. She told me:

“It was intolerable for me in 
my own country. There is such 
violence and men do terrible 
things to women. So I decided I 
must leave and my brother who 
lives in Zambia helped me. When 
I arrived in Livingstone, I had 
nowhere to live and no money, 
but I saw a Dream Centre poster 
and came here for help. Now I 
have friends and support, and 
am learning tailoring. It will be 
my future and now I feel safe. It 
is all I have ever dreamed of.”

You might think Pastor Banda would be 
satisfied reaching women and children, 
but no, he also set his sights on the men. 
So next he set up a plumbing training 
centre. Let’s meet one of the trainee 
plumbers, Justin. He tells us:

“I am 35 and married with 
four children. I had no job, 
no money and could not 
send my children to school. 
I did not know what to do. 
Then I saw people handing 
out leaflets for the Dream 
Centre. I took a leaflet and 
thought I could do plumbing. 
I thought many people 
are building homes in our 
community and they will 
need a plumber. It is a job 
I can do for life. Already, 
people who know me have 
said they will hire me when I 
finish my course and get my 
toolkit. My children now go 
to the Dream Centre school. 
This training is free. I think 
my dreams for myself and 
my family are coming true.”

Finally in 2018 Pastor Banda started a 
carpentry workshop. When I visited, 25 
young men were on the course. They 
were all school dropouts, some orphans 
and all desperate not to be dragged into 
the gang culture that targets unemployed 
young men. Moffat is a young man 
determined to fulfil his dreams. He tells us:
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Moffatt on a sofa he has made

“I wasn’t working before this 
course, and I have not finished 
school, but I do not want to limit 
my mind. I am being empowered 
here as a carpenter. I saw an 
advert for the course and came 
to the Dream centre because 
I have a passion to work as a 
carpenter. Carpentry is very 
important because every home 
needs furniture, so I thought it 
was a good direction for me. 
When I finish my course I want to 
start my own workshop and from 
there I can expand and train and 
employ other people.”

Pastor Banda is an amazing man, gifted, 
driven and incredibly ambitious for his 

community. Thousands have been helped 
by the Dream Centre, either through training 
or schooling. But as he says:

“Without Tools with a Mission, 
none of this would have been 
possible. If we could not have got 
the tools, we could not even have 
started. Our dream is TWAM’s 
dream and we are very grateful.”

This is what your support means. It is about 
taking unfulfilled dreams from desperate, 
but certainly not helpless people and 
giving them the tools they need. They do 
not lack the enthusiasm or determination, 
they just need a little life changing support. 
Thank you for making this possible and 
helping dreams come true. Who would 
have thought sewing machines and tool kits 
could achieve so much.  
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One community’s remarkable transformation

You may remember our summer appeal 
in 2017 which featured the Nakakabala 
Women’s Group and their one sewing 
machine. Their village is in one of the 
poorest, most isolated areas of Uganda. 
There is no electricity, no mains water or 
any of the other basic essentials we often 
take for granted.  

The first time I visited them they relied 
solely on growing vegetables to survive 
and none of their children went to school. 
They wore old clothes and some of the 
children wore little more than rags. The 
air of desperation was palpable and their 
hope for change overwhelming.  

The route to change they hoped for was 
tailoring, and they proudly showed me 

their TWAM treadle sewing machine 
which had arrived just a few months 
earlier. This came as a result of the 
women of the community getting together 
because they knew they could not go on 
as they were. They had seen how other 
communities had improved and wanted 
to do the same. They decided they would 
form a cooperative and apply to TWAM 
for just one sewing machine.  

When I met them, it shocked me, that 
they were all relying on this one machine 
to transform their lives. Between them 
they were using it every waking hour, 
and it was clear they could not continue 
like this. Hence we held an appeal to 
raise money to send groups like this, 
completely free machines and tools. 

Feedback on our summer 2017-2018 appeals



Normally we do ask for 
a contribution towards 
shipping, as this ensures 
people only apply for the 
tools they can use, and 
then take great care to 
use them and look after 
them.

A year after my first visit, 
I went back and as a 
result of our appeal they 
had received several 
more sewing machines 
at no cost. What a 
difference it had made!  
It was remarkable. The 
original sewing machine 
was still going strong, but 
now had many others to 
share the load.

The biggest change was 
that every child was now 
in school and every child 
had a school uniform 
made by the group. 
Everyone in the village 
wore clothes they had 
made themselves. The 
group no longer relied 
solely on vegetables to 
survive, but their main 
income came from 
tailoring. They have 
even opened a bank 
account for their regular 
savings. Members could 
borrow from the group 
to set up their own small 
projects and this had 
added greatly to the 
prosperity of the village. 
The change was simply 
miraculous.  
8

Some of the comments made were incredibly 
moving. Martha stood proudly to tell me:

“I never had any chance before 
this group. I had no confidence 
before this group. I pray to God 
this group will never stop.”

Martha

Patricia
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Patricia stood to add:

“I used to fear 
people and never 
went out of my 
home. Now I am 
confident with the 
friendship I have 
found in the group. 
I suffered domestic 
violence but now 
that has changed. 
I have benefitted 
from the group as 
now I can use the 
sewing machine to 
make clothes for 
my children. I am 
so grateful.”  
Monica then stood to say:

“I have gained 
so much from 
the group sewing 
machine. Now I 
can make clothes 
for my children, 
before they had no 
clothes. I now feel 
I can look after my 
children.”

I could go on as one woman after another stood 
to say how the group and the sewing machines 
had changed their lives.

The other great benefit resulting from the 
summer 2018 appeal was the provision 
of people and resources to support their 
sustainable growth. It was called ‘making every 
tool count’, and the women of Nakakabala have 
benefited as one of our new Area Development 
Volunteers, Andrew Gabula regularly visits to 
give advice on savings and sustainable growth. 
They have also had access to our new Self-
Help Cooperative and Microfinance guides and 
through Andrew have been able to develop 
and strengthen their group. Finally, they have a 
group that has long term sustainable potential 
and it is remarkable.

Thank you to everyone who 
responded to these appeals and 
to all of you for helping make this 
possible through your donated tools, 
time volunteering and financial 
support. The woman of Nakakabala 
are a wonderful example of what can 
be achieved through your generosity 
and love.

Monica
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How many times have we said that? How 
many times was that said of us when 
we were young? However, I am sure 
like many of you, I wouldn’t want to be a 
teenager now, growing up in our uncertain 
and insecure world.

It’s no different for young people growing 
up in Africa, as they too face seemingly 
insurmountable economic challenges, 
virtually non-existent job prospects, and 
the ever present lure of street gangs and 
crime. But some choose to rise above this.

Every country has its inspiring young 
people and Zambia is no exception.
Justin and Rodgers are two of them. 
I met them working in the Chawama 
Youth Skills Training Centre in Lusaka, 
which they set up when they decided to 
do whatever it took to break themselves 
free of poverty. They found themselves 
carpentry apprenticeships and after 

graduation opened the skills centre. Not 
content to teach just carpentry, they set 
about recruiting other young people with 
skills so they could also offer Tailoring 
and Design, Auto Mechanics, Electrical 
Wiring, Food Production and Computing. 
Every course is based on an industry 
standard qualification and all students 
sit the relevant exams at the end of 
their courses. Students can also do 
entrepreneur training to help them start 
their own business. They have so far 
trained over 400 students, which is an 
incredible achievement.

The centre is nearly self-sufficient from 
the sale of furniture, school uniforms and 
their cafe. But all of this has only been 
possible because of TWAM donated tools. 
We have supplied not only the toolkits but 
even bikes to help Justin and Rodgers 
travel around the area to promote their 
centre.

The Youth of Today!
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I’ll introduce different skills over the 
coming issues of TWAM News, but in this 
edition I’ll focus on the computer class. 
They received 12 computers and have 
set up a very impressive IT room. Another 
Justin is the tutor. He tells us:

“I was a student here and 
completed the IT course. The 
reason I did not get a well paid 
job is because I wanted to 
help my community. There is 
nothing else I want to do. I love 
helping people with the world 
of technology. I set up this 
computer lab and have run the 
computer department for three 
years. I have no plans to go 
anywhere else. 

I am currently training 20 
students who each come for 

two hours every day. We have 
built connections with local 
businesses which means they 
often approach us if they have 
a vacancy. We try to help all our 
students find a job.

It is hard to tell you what a 
difference TWAM has made 
for us. We would have no 
computers without TWAM and 
no way to help young people.”

One of the students is Leya. She stands 
out in the class, as most are young 
people ranging from aged 14-19. But 
she doesn’t mind being old enough to be 
the mother of some of them and being 
taught by a young man half her age. She 
admits she does not learn as quickly 
as the young people (we all know that 
feeling, don’t we) and struggles with the 
technology, but she tells us: 
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“I chose the 
computer course 
as I have a passion 
for business, and 
business is about 
computing and 
numbers. So I 
wanted to advance 
myself and chose 
computer lessons. 
I did not finish 
my schooling, as 
I had no money 
for examinations. 
I don’t want my 
children to be like 
me, so I am fighting 
for their education. 
My eldest daughter 
wants to be a 
pharmacist.”  

Leya, like so many 
parents is trying so hard 
to improve the future of 
her three children. With 
no job and little money, 
there is little chance 
of this. Leya is also an 
orphan and therefore 
has no family to turn to 
for help. But, just like 
Justin and Rodgers, she 
wanted to do something 
herself, as she did not 
want to rely on charity 
from other people. She 
tells us how she found 
out about the Chawama 
Youth Skills Training 
Centre:

“I went shopping and saw young people 
coming out of a building and went to ask 
them what they were doing. I went inside 
and asked about the courses. I had no 
money for fees, but I found out that I could 
get sponsorship from someone in our 
community. They helped me and now I am 
fighting hard to get a job where I am paid.”

So what of the youth of today? Pretty amazing, I hope 
you will agree? Justin and Rodgers have achieved so 
much with so little, providing employment for trainers, 
training and qualifications for hundreds of young 
people and employment for most of them. They have 
given parents like Leya, an opportunity they could only 
dream of and in so doing transformed the future of their 
children.

This is what Tools with a Mission is all 
about. It’s providing inspirational people 
with selfless vision, the tools they need to 
transform their lives and the lives of those 
around them. Thank you for making this 
possible.  



These were the words of Faith, one of 
so many remarkable woman in Zambia 
who requested support from TWAM. It is 
always so encouraging when they come 
back to us after they have received their 
tools. Here is the email Faith sent Paul 
Seymour, our volunteer Zambia Country 
Coordinator.

“I write to once again thank you 
for the rendered help in giving 
me the sewing machines. My 
tailoring business is moving 
swiftly and progressing thanks 
to your generosity. I write to tell 
you your kind gesture has made 
an impact in my life and the life 
of two more people whom I have 

taken to work with me in my 
tailoring shop. Together we are 
doing more than just something 
we love but can earn a decent 
living. We not only are making 
clothes on request but have 
started up a brand for clothing. 
Thank you once more for the 
assistance and God bless you.” 

Paul had the joy of meeting Faith 
when we visited Zambia last year. She 
was overjoyed to tell Paul her story of 
success. But how did it start? Like so 
many it originated out of desperation and 
the determination to work hard to break 
free of poverty. 

My sewing machine is my symbol of hope 

Faith with Paul Seymour, 
Zambia Country Coordinator



In her email application to 
TWAM, Faith shared her life 
and her passion. She wrote:  

“I have a skill. I know 
how to sew and knit. 
Making clothes is a 
hobby and a passion 
of mine. I know how to 
tailor clothing. I even 
design my own pieces of 
clothing. Unfortunately, 
what I sew and design 
currently can only be 
worn by me, because I 
hand make my pieces. 
Everyone else can only 
compliment my work as 
I can’t manage to sew 
many quantities and it 
takes a very long time 
to complete everything 
to perfection. This is 
why I am writing to 
you. I need help with 
giving me a sewing 
machine. My dream is 
to make a successful 
tailoring business 
and be a successful 
entrepreneur. I want 
to be the designer that 
transforms the Zambian 
fashion industry. Giving 
me a sewing machine 
will not just be doing a 
noble thing for me. It is a 
symbol of a better future. 
You will help me do 
something I love and am 
passionate about.” 

But this was not an easy 
journey for Faith, for 
her life has been hard 
and full of heartache 
and devastating 
disappointment. She tells 
us:  

“When I was four, 
my father retired and 
received a lump sum. 
There is no pension 
in Zambia, so this 
is what the family 
must live on for the 
rest of their lives. My 
father bought a bus 
to operate his own 
business but he had 
a crash and it was 
written off and he has 
not worked since. 
My mother sells 
vegetables and that 
is their only source of 
income. 

They could not 
afford to send me to 
school, but my local 
parish priest paid 
for my schooling 
and for me to study 
Business Studies at 
university. But before 
I completed, I had to 
leave as our priest 
could no longer 
support me and my 
parents could not 
help.”
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Faith was clearly 
intelligent and 
driven, and with 
great opportunities 
before her, but as is 
so often the case, 
saw them dashed 
when she had to 
leave university 
prematurely. She 
realised this meant, 
despite all her efforts, 
she was now caught 
in a cycle of poverty 
from which she may 
never escape. But it 
did not defeat her, it 
made her even more 
determined and in 
response she said:

“I trawled 
the internet 
to search for 
charities that could help 
me. I came across TWAM 
during one of these searches 
and approached them for 
help. I sent an application 
for sewing machines and 
some pictures of clothes 
I had already made with 
the help of my mother. I 
was overjoyed when I was 
accepted and then received 
two sewing machines.”

She received two machines in March 
2018 and within just 6 months, had 
started her business and done so 
well she could employ 2 other people. 
She is now providing an income for 
herself and her parents. Faith tells us 
what market she is aiming at:

“I have a fuller figure, and there is 
less choice for me, so I decided 
to focus on designs for those with 
similar figures.”  

Clearly a very entrepreneurial young person! 
Faith is a prime example of the determined 
and resourceful young people of Africa. 
If there were ever genuinely days when 
Africans were content to be dependant on 
charity, those days have long gone. Now, 
they ask not, that we change their lives, 
but that we give them the tools and means 
to change their own. Faith is a wonderful 
example of the entrepreneurial spirit of 
young Africans and it is a privilege to have 
helped her.  We’ll give Faith the last word:

“Words can’t express how 
much this means to me.”



Name:

Address:

      Postcode:                 

Email:

I would like to Gift Aid my donation, please send me a Gift Aid form.

Or you could donate online or provide the gift of a tool kit at twam.uk.

We’d love to stay in touch

At Tools with a Mission we take your privacy seriously and will only use your personal 
information to administer your account and to provide you with the communications 
and services you have requested from us.

From time to time we would like to send you our magazine and other mailings and/or 
our regular e-newsletter by email. If you consent to us contacting you for this purpose 
please tick to say how you would like us to contact you:

Please contact me by   POST   EMAIL  (tick as appropriate)

• You won’t get our regular newsletters or updates unless you tick the boxes to opt in.  
• You can opt out of receiving mailings or emails from us at any time by contacting 

our Ipswich office by post, email or phone using the contact details below. 
• We will not share your data with third parties for marketing purposes.  
• You can read our Privacy Policy at twam.uk/privacy or request a copy by post.

Want to donate by other means?  
Visit twam.uk/donate, email post@twam.uk or call 01473 210220.

With your support we can help young driven 
and entrepreneurial Africans fulfil their dreams 
of employment and their vision to use these 
opportunities to help others and transform their 
countries. We want to support Africans who 
want tools, not dependence on charities.

I want to help support 
inspiring young people 
fulfil their dreams

Please accept my gift of:

£10    £15       £25          £50          £100       
£150    £250        Other £   
(Cheques payable to Tools with a Mission)


